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Nasdaq breaking out from the consolidation base
• The etf QQQ is breaking out the short term resistance at USD
298. The first target is the downtrend line at 320-327 USD.
• Analyzing the long term chart, the Nasdaq Index was
consolidating once again at the 200 day moving average at
USD 266, like it already happened during the pandemic in
March 2020, but also in Q4 2018 and 2015.
• After the GFC in 2008, the 200 day moving average was the
strongest support for the Nasdaq index.
• Meanwhile we are also reading in the magazine Financial

Short term breakout

Time, that big investors have cut their allocations to equities to
the lowest level since the collapse of Lehman Brothers at the
height of the global financial crisis as rising recession fears
spark worries about corporate profits, of course cash holdings
increased to a 21-year high of 6.1% (survey of BofA).
• Mr. Callum is arguing on Emmas equity, but also in general, the
market breadth remains very weak and there is no need to be
an hero to catch the bottom and wait for the right signals, but we
believe, it is time to try to be long with a disciplined trading.

Long term: the 200 day moving average is the strongest support
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What happened after the S&P 500 index lost over 20% in 2 quarters?

According to Flossblach, but we have a similar conclusions also from ABR in NY and others: after 2 quarters of a lost over 20%, equity market increased
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Industrial metals are back to pre- Ukraine-Russia conflict
• As recently explained, commodity prices fell back to levels of pre-conflict and therefore significantly reducing future inflation’s
pressure.
• Some market participants have started realizing it, see inflation’s expectation next slide, and for this reason equity markets did
not collapse last week on the highest inflation numbers for June 2022, in the contrary, we sense, equity indexes are now breaking
out from the consolidation phase.
• The price’s fall of commodities is also the proof that, the price’s spike at the beginning of the conflict was more due to speculations
rather than unbalances on supply-demand, as KTS argued back in March-April.
• According to Mr. Steno Larsen, but also from the main actors in the sector, Semiconductors are not anymore in shortage.

Source: Bloomberg via Mr. Monchau

Source: Mr. Monchau
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Inflation’ expectations
• Long-term US inflation’ expectations as polled by the University of Michigan declined to 2.8% from 3.1% (used to be
3.3%). Such drop is at 1 year low and therefore should give comfort to the FED to increase only 75 bps during June’s meeting.
• Also global container freight rates are still falling, since 8 consecutive weeks now, and we are 44% lower than their peak in 2021,
but still 4x higher than pre-pandemic levels.
• Freightos Baltic Index (FBX), global container freight index is at 6k USD, from peak at 11k USD, but around 2.5k USD preCOVID
• The New York Fed’s July business survey shows significant declines in the prices-paid and prices-received diffusion
indexes and the 6 month-ahead expectations are down even more for both indexes, according to Yardeni research. As
recently explained, oil and commodities prices fell significantly during July and therefore inflation finally peaked in June
2022.

Source: University of Michigan via Mr. Monchau

Source: University of Michigan via Mr. Monchau
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US M2 money supply growth vs headline inflation
• Historically according to Credit Suisse, but not only, the M2 index indicates in advance the move of inflation. In this case, the
substantial decrease of M2 should indicate, that soon inflation is going to fall significantly.
• During the investment outlook, the CIO of Credit Suisse showed multiple charts indicating that inflation peaked, but for the
moment still remaining uncomfortable above the FED’s 2% target (core PCE is expected to average 3% in 2023).

Substantial decrease of M2 money supply should indicate lower inflation in the near future (source: Credit Suisse)
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Recession or recession risk?
• According to Credit Suisse 4 out of 9 industrial production contractions did not end with a US recession.
• Having China coming out of lockdowns and injecting billions in the economy as stimulus package, the CIO of Credit Suisse
expects also this time a soft landing, rather than a full recession. CS like US, Chinese equity and EMMAS debt.
• CS is also of the opinion, that the supply chain disruptions have seen its worst.

Industrial production (IP) should begin to bounce in July as China exits lockdowns
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Asset managers and hedge funds short positions
• According to the right-hand chart, courtesy Deutsche Bank via
Syz group, asset managers and hedge funds have been
boosting their short positions in US equity futures.
• The level of equity future positions is higher than during
the pandemic.
• KTS believes that professional investors are still positioning
themselves for further EPS downgrades, but because it is now
quite obvious that it is going to happen and most of investors
are positioned, we tend to believe that nothing dramatic is going
to happen on the downside, but the real “risk” start to be
slowly but surely on the upside.
• Also according to the chart of Bank of America, the net %
taking higher than normal risk levels (RHS) is at lowest levels
since 2001, and even lower than the lows in October 2008,
where basically the world stopped, which is definitely not the
case today.
• Finally, also Credit Suisse argues, market sentiment is
extremely depressed, but fundamentals remain constructive.

US equity futures positioning (DB, via Syz group)
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Global population
• The magazine The Economist issued an interesting article explaining the future development of the worldwide population.
• The article argues that the birth rates are falling and the population of some countries is shrinking, but the UN thinks, the number
th
of humans will reach 8bn on November 15 and global population will grow to 10.4bn by the mid-2080s.
• The most important part of the growth going to be from Africa and Asia. The major impact of lower UN lower projection is
due to the fact that Chinese women are having fewer children than expected. East Asia and China will soon shrink, but India will
continue growing for decades.
• Europe is still in demographic decline, but Africa is still experiencing a solid growth.
• KTS is taking into consideration the demographic development in its investment process.

Global population by region, billion (The Economist, UN world)

% Change on previous year world population (The Economist, UN world)
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Millionaire migration
• On the right-hand side chart we can notice the migration of
millionaire to “safer” locations.

Source: Visual capitalist
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Italian politics
• We are reading that the timing of the Italian political turmoil, article of the journalist Mr. Gasbarro, is not a coincidence, having
th
policy makers reaching the guarantee annuity starting from 24 September 2022 (start 4 years and 6 months from the first day
into Parliament).
• This is again a sign of how Italian policy makers are not credible and Mr. Draghi was the last credible and capable policy maker,
who could realistically reach the most important political reforms for Italy and was also the most respected minister internationally.
• It is now clear, the Italy’s Prime Minister Mario Draghi did not secure a pact of trust among the main coalition partners and has
therefore resigned. Italy will have early elections in October.
• Meanwhile market participants are focusing again on the Italian public debt vs GDP, which ratio is over 150% and
increasing, because even if interest rates were low, but having experienced the pandemic and most probably not being able to
reach any major reform, Italian policy makers were not able to reduce the debt.
• The ECB basically announced, as in the past, that Italy should obey budget rules or face market punishment and the market is
already punishing, having the Buoni del Tesoro with a higher yield than Greece, which means already everything and
unfortunately Italian policy makers prefer to look at their own pocket, rather than to try all possible efforts for the best of Italian
citizens. We do not know, if we rather should call it ignorance or egoism, in any cases, now it looks really bad.
• In a good article, the Italian journalist Mr. Federico Fubini, explains with a comparison between Italy and Spain, the failures of
Italian policy makers over years.
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Italian politics
• For KTS, Mr. Draghi was the last hope of years of political failures and now we expect a much harder line of the ECB against
Italy. We are not expecting any wonder and therefore, the Italian special situation going to cause also instability in Europe.
• As a conclusion, KTS is going to stay out of any investments in Italy and our exposure is already at the minimum. We are invested
via our best in class value fund Classic global into the construction/cement company Buzzi and one of the most important
insurance in Italy, Unipol.
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Effect of sanctions against Russia
• We are reading that Saudi Arabia doubles discounted Russian fuel oil imports.
• We would assert that having China, India, several African and Middle Eastern nations, and also Brazil increasing imports of
Russian oil and USA being a net exporter of oil, the true loser of sanctions against Russia is basically only Europe, which
still has real issues to guarantee the needed energy supply to replace Russian natural gas & oil.
• We start to ask ourself, if it makes sense for Europe to keep on such path or should finally start a truce, at least to avoid on the
short term an energy crisis with winter coming? As we can see in the next slide, the Nord stream 1 gas pipeline is running at 40%
capacity, which at least helps Europe to do not clash into an energy crisis for the moment. But what is, if Mr. Putin is going to close
the pipeline in winter?
• For the moment we are reading that Europe and USA a preparing the next round of sanctions, but we can not imagine, what kind
of sanctions can be implemented against Russia, without including all countries “playing” the game on the side of Russia? And
market participants have also learnt that, the more sanctions against Russia, the higher are the issues for Europe and the more
other countries can profit of arbitrage and take advantage of the situation.
• We do not want to get into emotions or politics, but it is clear, the situation is still very fragile, especially for Europe. Therefore if
market are going to rebound, KTS going to closely analyze, when is the right timing for buying again put options as hedge,
meanwhile we let long positions “run”, being focused into long term mega trends.
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GDP output losses 12 months after a theoretical Russian gas supply shut-off
• According to reliable sources, the Nord stream 1 gas pipeline
is flowing gas to Europe, but Gazprom claims it cannot fulfill gas
contracts with the bloc and therefore EU is asking to member
states to cut gas consumption by 15% from August 2022 over
the next 8 months.
• The Nord stream 1 is running only 40% of the usual
capacity and some market participants are speculating, that in
winter, when Europe will desperately need gas, Mr. Putin going
to totally close it and a country like Italy will be with no gas in
addition to the political “mess”.
• On the right-hand chart we can analyze which European
countries are going to suffer more from a total shut-off of
Russian natural gas.
• We can notice, that Hungary, Italy, Slovakia and Czech
Republic would be hit hardest. Surprisingly according to this
statistic, Germany would not suffer too much.
Picture Title
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General news
• New single stock leveraged bear or bull ETFs are launched, allowing investors take more risk also into single stocks and not
anymore only on indexes or sectors. Market participants are expecting an increase of volatility, but honestly also private clients
could invest with leverage with different trading platforms and professionals had already the possibility to structure such products
with brokers, therefore we are not expecting higher volatility from such ETFs’ launches.
• According to an announcement of Turkey, apparently Ukraine and Russia reached a deal to unblock Ukrainian grain exports,
which should help to release global food shortage.
• According to the magazine The New York Times, Covid cases are spiking in Europe, but governments are not jumping to put new
restrictions in place, having deaths or sever cases not rising significantly. Also intensive care units are not overstressed. The
journalist asserts, Europeans have decided to live with the virus and are traveling again, entering restaurants without masks and
sitting in the metro seats once left open for social distancing.
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Ethereum Merge
• Ethereum experienced an impressive rebound due to the planned merge in mid-September, which apparently is going to
reduce up to 99.65% the energy consumption. In the Merge, Ethereum will adopt a system known as proof of stake, which has
been planned since before the blockchain’s creation in 2014.
• Basically, crypto miners need to run software, which attempts to solve complex cryptographic puzzles and the first computer,
which unscrambles the cryptography first, with the right to validate a block and can get as reward 2 ether (USD 2’400) in addition
to the fees users pay on each transaction. In the case of Bitcoin miners, 6.25 bitcoin (USD 129k).
• The system is called “proof of work”, which allows the blockchain to be decentralized and secure at the same time.
• The Merge will shed completely the proof of work systems and replace it with proof of stake.
• Basically when proof of stake comes into effect, miners will no longer have to solve cryptographic puzzles to verify new blocks.
Instead, they will deposit ether tokens into a pool.
• According to Ethereum Foundation, since cryptographic puzzles will no longer be part of the system, electricity
expenditure will go down an estimated of 99.65%.
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DISCLAIMER

This report has been prepared by KTS Capital Management AG (“KTS”) / VICTRIX AG (“VICTRIX”) and is intended
for information purposes only and does not constitute an offer or an invitation by, or on behalf of, KTS/VICTRIX to
make any investments. Opinions and comments reflect the current view of The Investment Team of KTS/VICTRIX
and not that one of a third party. We assumes no obligation to ensure that other such publications are brought to the
attention of any recipient of this publication. Investments in the asset classes mentioned in this publication may not
be suitable for all recipients. This publication has been prepared without taking into account of the objectives,
financial situation or needs of any particular investor. Before entering into a transaction, the investor should consider
the suitability of the transaction to his individual circumstances and objectives. This publication does not constitute
investment, legal, accounting or tax advice or a representation that any investment or strategy is suitable or
appropriate for individual circumstances, or otherwise constitutes a personal recommendation for any specific
investor. We recommends that investors assess the specific financial risks as well as legal, regulatory, credit, tax and
accounting consequences with a professional advisor. The information and data herein are obtained from sources
believed to be reliable but no guarantee can be made that the information is accurate or complete.
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